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Abstract

0.1 Motivation:

Functional genomic annotation of epigenetic histone modification ChIP-seq data is a
computationally challenging task. Epigenetic histone modifications that have inherently
broad peaks with a diffuse range of signal enrichment (e.g., H3K9me1, H3K27me3)
differ significantly from narrow peaks that exhibit a compact and localized enrichment
pattern (e.g., H3K4me3, H3K9ac). Varying degrees of tissue-dependent broadness of the
specific epigenetic mark coupled with environmentally mediated 3D-folding of
chromosomes for long-range communication make it difficult to accurately and reliably
link sequencing data to biological function. Hence, it would be useful to develop a
software program that can precisely tailor the computational analysis of a histone
modification ChIP-seq dataset to the specific tissue-dependent, environmentally
mediated characteristics of the data.

0.2 Results:

geneXtendeR is an R/Bioconductor package designed to optimally annotate a histone
modification ChIP-seq peak input file with functionally important genomic features
(e.g., genes associated with peaks) based on optimization calculations. geneXtendeR
optimally extends the boundaries of every gene in a genome by some genomic distance
(in DNA base pairs) for the purpose of flexibly incorporating cis and trans-regulatory
elements, such as enhancers and promoters, as well as downstream elements that are
important to the function of the gene relative to an epigenetic histone modification
ChIP-seq dataset. geneXtendeR computes optimal gene extensions tailored to the
broadness of the specific epigenetic mark (e.g., H3K9me1, H3K27me3), as determined
by a user-supplied ChIP-seq peak input file. As such, geneXtendeR maximizes the
signal-to-noise ratio of locating genes closest to and directly under peaks that may be
linked by epigenetic regulation. By performing a computational expansion of this
nature, ChIP-seq reads that would initially not map strictly to a specific gene can now
be optimally mapped to the regulatory regions of the gene, thereby implicating the gene
as a potential candidate, and thereby making the ChIP-seq experiment more successful.
Such an approach becomes particularly important when working with epigenetic histone
modifications that have inherently broad peaks. We have tested geneXtendeR on 547
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human transcription factor ChIP-seq ENCODE datasets and 215 human histone
modification ChIP-seq ENCODE datasets, providing the analysis results as case studies.

0.3 Availability:

The geneXtendeR R/Bioconductor package (including detailed introductory vignettes)
is available under the GPL-3 Open Source license and is freely available to download
from Bioconductor at: https://bioconductor.org/packages/geneXtendeR/.

0.4 Contact:

b.khomtchouk@med.miami.edu

Author Summary

geneXtendeR is an R/Bioconductor package for histone modification ChIP-seq analysis.
It is designed to optimally annotate a histone modification ChIP-seq peak input file
with functionally important genomic features (e.g., genes associated with peaks) based
on optimization calculations. geneXtendeR optimally extends the boundaries of every
gene in a genome by some genomic distance (in DNA base pairs) for the purpose of
flexibly incorporating cis-regulatory elements, such as enhancers and promoters, as well
as downstream elements that are important to the function of the gene (relative to an
epigenetic histone modification ChIP-seq dataset). geneXtendeR computes optimal gene
extensions tailored to the broadness of the specific epigenetic mark (e.g., H3K9me1,
H3K27me3), as determined by a user-supplied ChIP-seq peak input file. As such,
geneXtendeR maximizes the signal-to-noise ratio of locating genes closest to and directly
under peaks. By performing a computational expansion of this nature, ChIP-seq reads
that would initially not map strictly to a specific gene can now be optimally mapped to
the regulatory regions of the gene, thereby implicating the gene as a potential candidate,
and thereby making the ChIP-seq experiment more successful. Such an approach
becomes particularly important when working with epigenetic histone modifications
that have inherently broad peaks. Vignettes detailing input/output requirements,
suggested biological workflows, and underlying package infrastructure are included as
part of the R/Bioconductor package. We have tested geneXtendeR on 547 human
transcription factor ChIP-seq ENCODE datasets and 215 human histone modification
ChIP-seq ENCODE datasets, providing the analysis results as case studies.

Introduction 1

Epigenetic histone chromatin marks come in a variety of different shapes and sizes, 2

ranging from the extremely broad to the extremely narrow (Squazzo et al. 2006, Pepke 3

et al. 2009, Landt et al. 2012, Kellis et al. 2014, Heinig et al. 2015). This spectrum 4

depends on a number of factors ranging from qualitative characteristics such as 5

tissue-type (Rintisch et al. 2014) to temporal aspects such as developmental stage (Ha 6

et al. 2011). The issue is further complicated by the inherently one-dimensional nature 7

of ChIP-seq data as a static snapshot of the cellular state in the context of a highly 8

dynamic three-dimensional genomic environment (Furey 2012, Dekker & Mirny 2016). 9

Since ChIP-seq peak caller data originates from a single spatiotemporal snapshot of the 10

cross-linking status of histones at the moment of lab sample preparation, the overall 11

genomic view is naturally constrained to a single time point requiring extensive 12

comparative follow-up analyses to establish a sense of temporal continuity (Sandmann 13

et al. 2006, Taslim et al. 2009, Bailey et al. 2013). In total, the combined effect of all 14
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these factors exerts a unique influence over the genomic variability in broadness of the 15

specific chromatin marks, which, in turn, complicates the study of their epigenetic 16

regulation of biological function. 17

Furthermore, it is known that predictive chromatin signatures, which are 18

characterized by strong enrichment of a specific epigenetic mark, have been used to 19

successfully map enhancers at a genome-wide level (Heintzman et al. 2009, Hon et al. 20

2009), suggesting a definitive interplay between epigenetic marks and enhancer elements. 21

In general, enhancers are known to be marked with highly cell-type-specific histone 22

modification patterns, which, in turn, influence cell-type-dependent functional 23

activation of gene expression programs on a global scale (Heintzman et al. 2009). From 24

a temporal standpoint, enhancer-promoter pairs that are separated by as much as 100 25

kb only require time-scales on the order of minutes to be able to successfully interact in 26

three-dimensional space via chromatin loop-extrusion (Dekker & Mirny, 2016). 27

Consequently, enhancer-promoter interactions separated by 20 kb or less would be 28

expected to occur with even greater frequency and duration, a feat achieved by direct 29

physical contact via fast and dynamic chromatin looping (Drissen et al. 2004, Vakoc et 30

al. 2005, Jing et al. 2008, Sanyal et al. 2012). Therefore, considering that enhancer 31

elements can reside close to the promoters they control, hundreds of kilobase pairs away, 32

or within gene bodies (Lee et al. 2015), it should come as no surprise to encounter 33

statistically significant peaks located thousands of base pairs away from any nearby 34

genes based on this 3D genome model. 35

FastQC

Bowtie2/BWA

SAMtools

SICER/MACS2

Peak coordinate
extraction

geneXtendeR edgeR/DESeq2

GO analysis Network analysis

Alignment

Peak calling and post-processing

optimization

Fig 1. Sample biological workflow using geneXtendeR in combination with existing
statistical software to analyze peak significance. Subsequent gene ontology or network
analysis may be conducted on genes associated with statistically significant peaks.
Significant peaks may be located thousands of base pairs away from their nearest genes,
suggesting potential enhancer interactions in the genome. Sequences under these
respective peaks may be further extracted and analyzed for the presence of known
regulatory elements or repeats.
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Materials and Methods 36

Approach. 37

Since ChIP-seq data is an inherently one-dimensional experimental set of information, 38

our aim is to devise a computational tool that may help inform our analyses in the 39

context of a three-dimensional genomic environment. To this end, we propose an 40

R/Bioconductor package designed to identify potential association of histone 41

modification ChIP regions with functionally important genomic regions based on 42

optimization calculations. 43

To achieve this, we model a gene as a composite element composed of three additive 44

components: its gene body, GB (i.e., sequence between the TSS and TES), a variable 45

upstream extension δ (in bp), and a 500 bp downstream extension γ (in bp). To account 46

for the three different modes of chromosomal communication (3D looping, 1D scanning, 47

and 3D diffusion) (Dekker & Mirny, 2016), we denote this new construct the 48

gene-sphere (GS ). 49

For positive DNA strands: 50

GS = GB − δ + γ (1)

For negative DNA strands: 51

GS = GB + δ − γ (2)

geneXtendeR computes gene-spheres that maximize the differences in the number of 52

genes-under-peaks between any two consecutive upstream extensions, thereby priming 53

the peak caller data for an optimal analysis by allowing the user to choose the most 54

optimal upstream gene extension tailored to the broadness of the specific epigenetic 55

mark (see geneXtendeR package vignette for details and visualizations). 56

Results & Discussion 57

geneXtendeR is designed to be used as part of a biological ChIP-seq workflow that 58

includes read alignment, peak calling, and differential expression analysis (Fig. 1). Gene 59

ontology and network analysis may also be integrated into the analysis pipeline. 60

The input to geneXtendeR is a file consisting of a list of peak coordinates data 61

(chromosome, peak start position, peak end position) called from a ChIP-seq peak caller 62

(e.g., SICER (Zang et al. 2009), MACS2 (Zhang et al. 2008), etc). The final output of 63

geneXtendeR is an annotated peaks file consisting of gene IDs, gene names, and 64

proximity information (i.e., distance of peak to nearest gene) calculated via the line plot, 65

bar chart, and differentially unique peak functions of the geneXtendeR package (see 66

Bioconductor documentation for details). Peaks may further be examined through a 67

differential expression analysis caller (e.g, edgeR (Robinson et al. 2010), DESeq2 (Love 68

et al. 2014), etc) to check for the presence of statistically significant peaks in gene 69

deserts (i.e., distance of peak to nearest gene >> 10 kb). Sequences under these peaks 70

may be checked for the presence of known regulatory motifs (e.g., using TRANSFAC 71

(Matys et al. 2006) or MEME/JASPAR (Sandelin et al. 2004, Bailey et al. 2009)), or 72

for the presence of biological repeats (e.g., using RepeatMasker (Smit et al. 2015)). 73

Pending a prospective GO/network analysis, functional validation may be followed up 74

in the lab to test any potential regulatory sites or prospective enhancer elements, 75

thereby bringing the computational analysis pipeline successfully back to the bench. 76
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Case Study 1: Computational Epigenomics of Brain Tissue 77

geneXtendeR has successfully been employed in a histone modification ChIP-seq study 78

investigating the neuroepigenetics of alcohol addiction (Barbier et al. 2016). In this 79

study, geneXtendeR was used to determine an optimal upstream extension cutoff for 80

H3K9me1 enrichment based on line plots of both significant peaks and total peaks 81

(Fig. 2). 82

Fig 2. Peaks from a published study (Barbier et al. 2016) are run through
geneXtendeR with parameters starting at 0 bp from the gene, extending out to 10000
bp away from the genes, with 500 bp increments. The number of differences in the
count of genes-under-peaks is maximized at 1500 bp (panel A), but is maximized at
2500 bp in the genes-under-significant-peaks (panel B). As such, a 3000 bp extension
was ultimately chosen in order to provide an extra 500 bp window that holds an
additional 39 significant gene-spheres. Likewise, a 4000 bp extension could have been
potentially chosen instead, due to the steady rise in number of
genes-under-significant-peaks up until 4000 bp, after which a sharp drop in the number
of genes-under-significant-peaks occurs in the 4000-4500 bp region. However, a 3000 bp
extension was ultimately chosen in light of a prior study that utilized a 2000 bp
upstream extension for H3K9me3 in the nucleus accumbens (Maze et al. 2011), a
similar epigenetic mark in a similar brain region.

This decision was, in part, motivated by a previous study (Maze et al. 2011) that 83

used a 2000 bp upstream extension of the transcription start site (TSS) such that 84

proximal regulatory regions were also included. Since both studies investigated similar 85

epigenetic marks (H3K9me1 vs. H3K9me3) in similar brain regions (prefrontal cortex 86

vs. nucleus accumbens), a more conservative 3000 bp extension was ultimately chosen in 87

favor of the alternative 4000 bp extension (see Fig. 2 for details). 88

Fig. 2 shows that most peaks (228 peaks) are located between 1000 and 1500 bp 89

upstream of the first exon of their respective genes, but only 50 of these peaks are 90

significant according to the statistical criterion chosen by the user (in this case, 91

p < 0.05). However, the largest number of significant peaks (62 peaks) occur in regions 92

located between 2000 and 2500 bp upstream of the first exon of their respective genes. 93

To determine the identity of the unique peaks between any two user-specified upstream 94

cutoffs (e.g., 2000 vs. 2500), the user can do distinct(organism, 2000, 2500) (where 95

organism is rat, see R package vignette for details), thereby returning a table listing of 96

annotated peaks found between 2000 and 2500 bp upstream of their respective genes 97
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(Fig. 3). 98

Fig 3. A truncated table listing of the first six annotated peaks found between 2000
and 2500 bp upstream of their respective genes. \t denotes the tab-delimited separator,
where the first column is the peak chromosome number, the second column is the peak
start position, the third column is the peak end position, the fourth column is the gene
chromosome number, the fifth column is the gene start position, the sixth column is the
gene end position, the seventh column is the Ensembl gene ID, the eigth column is the
gene symbol, and the ninth column is the gene-to-peak genomic distance (in bp), where
distance is calculated between 5-prime end of the gene and 3-prime end of the peak.
There are 62 peaks returned with this command, which represent the specific
genes-under-significant-peaks that are found in the 2000-2500 bp interval. Investigating
the gene ontologies and/or network analyses of these genes may prove useful in resolving
consistent biological patterns in the peak data.

One interesting genome metric to consider is: 99

ψ =
Number of significant peaks at a specific interval

Total number of peaks at this specific interval
(3)

where ψ represents the relative abundance of significant peaks at each genomic interval 100

normalized by the total number of peaks found at that interval. Since the user is 101

responsible for uploading the 3-column peaks list (comprised of chromosome number, 102

start position of peak, and end position of peak; see R package vignette for details), it is 103

easy to upload either all the peaks generated by a peak caller or just the significant 104

peaks generated by a peak caller (where significance is set according to some statistical 105

criterion chosen by the user). Computing ψ on Fig. 2 reveals that the locations of 106

significant peaks are more or less randomly distributed across the genome (Fig. 4), with 107

about 25% of the total peak pool returning significant at a statistical cutoff of p < 0.05. 108
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Fig 4. Levels of ψ (Eq. 3) showing random fluctuations characteristic of stochastic
noise demonstrate that, on average (across the whole genome), there is no specific
distance from a gene that can be definitively associated with an overabundance of
significant peaks (relative to the total number of peaks).

Hence, even though the 2000-2500 bp and 5500-6000 bp regions maximize levels of ψ, 109

the random and noisy fluctuations of the line plot suggest that there is no clearly 110

defined region (i.e., genomic interval upstream of a gene) harboring a cluster of 111

significant peaks (relative to total peaks). However, we anticipate that datasets that 112

may exhibit such a cluster could reveal hotspots of statistically significant chromatin 113

mark activity in either proximal (e.g., promoter) or distal (e.g., enhancer) regulatory 114

regions. For instance, transcription factor (TF) ChIP-seq datasets with an 115

overabundance of peaks in proximal-promoter regions (Fig. 5) are expected to harbor 116

more statistically significant peaks in these genomic regions relative to distal regions. 117

Case Study 2: ENCODE TF ChIP-Seq Analysis 118

In this regard, not only is geneXtendeR useful for histone modification ChIP-seq 119

analysis, it is also instructive when applied to transcription factor ChIP-seq data 120

analysis. We applied geneXtendeR to 547 human ENCODE datasets for both proximal 121

and distal transcription factor (TF) binding peaks for all cell types. Both distal and 122

proximal lists were combined to form a single comprehensive peak list, which was then 123

annotated with geneXtendeR using protein-coding genes from the human Gencode v19 124

GTF file. As such, all peaks were run through geneXtendeR with parameters starting at 125

0 bp from the gene, extending out to 10000 bp away from the genes, with 500 bp 126

increments. As expected, the further the distance from the gene, the less peaks appear, 127

due in part to the sharp and narrow nature of peaks residing in promoter-proximal 128
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elements that are characteristic of TF ChIP-seq datasets. Most of the results undergo a 129

significant drop in the number of genes-under-peaks after the proximal region, and a 130

steady dropoff is seen in the distal region (Fig. 5). This is expected, as the majority of 131

TF peaks tend to reside in the promoter-proximal regions of their respective genes, a 132

pattern that is evident across multiple TF identities and cell types (Comprehensive TF 133

ChIP-seq ENCODE analysis). A full list of all ENCODE TF datasets analyzed by 134

geneXtendeR, including bioinformatic shell scripts, is provided as Supplementary 135

Material (Comprehensive TF ChIP-seq ENCODE analysis). 136

Fig 5. Running geneXtendeR on 547 human transcription factor ChIP-seq datasets
obtained from ENCODE shows that most peaks reside within 500 bp upstream of their
respective protein-coding genes. Depending on the identity of the transcription factor
(e.g., EP300) and the specific cell type (e.g., K562), there may be more or less peaks
located further upstream. Therefore, choosing an optimal gene extension is a simple
exercise in ψ calculation (Eq. 3) for various upstream extension levels at a given
user-specified statistical criterion (e.g., p-value and/or FDR cutoffs), thereby giving the
user complete freedom and control over what statistical apparatus and stringency to use
during this procedure.
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Case Study 3: ENCODE Histone Modification ChIP-Seq 137

Analysis 138

We applied geneXtendeR to 215 human ENCODE datasets for both proximal and distal 139

histone modification peaks for all cell types with the following chromatin marks: 140

H3K27ac, H3K4me1, H3K4me3, and H3K9ac. Distal, proximal, and combined (distal + 141

proximal) lists were annotated with geneXtendeR using protein-coding genes from the 142

human Gencode v19 GTF file. Each set of peaks was run through geneXtendeR at two 143

different sets of parameters (0-2000 bp at 100 bp increments, and 0-10000 at 500 bp 144

increments). It was found that most distal peaks congregate within 5000 bp upstream of 145

their respective protein-coding genes and that optimal upstream extensions are 146

dependent on the specific chromatin mark and cell type (Fig. 6). 147
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Fig 6. Running geneXtendeR on 215 human histone modification ChIP-seq distal peak
datasets obtained from ENCODE reveals that most distal peaks congregate within 5000
bp upstream of their respective protein-coding genes. Additional comprehensive
analyses (Comprehensive histone ChIP-seq ENCODE analysis) were also run for
proximal peaks as well as the complete set of peaks (proximal + distal) from all 215
histone modification ChIP-seq datasets. Each representative figure panel demostrates
that a spike in the number of distal peaks in a particular upstream interval differs from
one dataset to another. For example, AG09309 experiences a spike in the 4000-4500 bp
region, whereas NHEK experiences a spike in the 3000-3500 bp region. This
demonstrates the simple observation that arbitrarily extending genes by some
generalized upstream cutoff is unlikely to capture the optimal number of
genes-under-distal-peaks for any one specific dataset. For instance, a totally different set
of dynamics is seen with NH-A, where the highest spike occurs immediately at 2000-2500
bp, but then another spike of almost identical magnitude occurs at 4000-4500 bp,
suggesting that a 4500 bp upstream global extension of each gene would be preferable to
a 2500 bp extension for capturing the optimal number of genes-under-distal-peaks. On
the contrary, datasets like H1 Derived Mesenchymal Stem Cells experience a single
spike at 3500-4000 bp, followed by a gradual decline.
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Case Study 4: A Tale of Three Peak Callers 148

Since geneXtendeR asks the user to supply a peaks list, a user can run multiple peak 149

callers and then supply geneXtendeR with a list of mutual peaks called in common by 150

the various peak callers. Such an approach was employed in Barbier et al. 2016, where 151

SICER (Zang et al. 2009), MACS2 (Zhang et al. 2008), and CisGenome (Hongkai et al. 152

2008) were run at default settings and the peak results were intersected to examine 153

mutually inclusive peaks called in common by the three peak callers. This input was 154

then passed to geneXtendeR, which annotated the 3-column peaks list (chromosome 155

number, start position of peak, and end position of peak) with gene information via the 156

annotate(organism, extension) command (see package documentation for details). 157

Specifically, it was of interest to reveal which genes lay directly under peaks, even at a 0 158

bp upstream extension. One such gene, Syt1, became a prime candidate for 159

experimental validation because it exhibited biologically relevant gene ontology and 160

network analysis follow-up results, which is a suggested component of the biological 161

workflow (Fig. 1). A follow-up quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) confirmed the 162

presence of differential H3K9me1 enrichment at the Syt1 gene in control versus 163

postdependent rats (Fig. 7), therefore successfully validating this gene candidate in the 164

study, and thereby validating the bioinformatics pipeline used in the ensuing 165

computational analysis, where SICER was utilized for peak calling. 166

Fig 7. Reproduced with permission from Molecular Psychiatry advance online
publication 23 August 2016. doi:10.1038/mp.2016.131. * denotes P < 0.05, where
quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) was used to verify differential H3K9me1 enrichment
at the Syt1 gene in control versus postdependent rats. In this study, intersecting the
output of multiple peak callers and annotating the resultant shortlist of peaks using
geneXtendeR proved instrumental in pinpointing Syt1 amongst thousands of other
potential gene candidates. This, in turn, validated the bioinformatic pipeline employed
in the rest of the study.

The lesson learned from this case study was: intersecting the output of multiple peak 167

callers and annotating the resultant shortlist of peaks using geneXtendeR in the context 168

of a biological workflow proved instrumental in pinpointing Syt1 amongst thousands of 169

other gene candidates (i.e., other annotated peaks). 170
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Conclusion 171

Motivated by mounting evidence for a 3D genome chromatin looping model, we propose 172

an R/Bioconductor package to be used as an integral part of modern histone 173

modification ChIP-seq workflows. geneXtendeR optimally annotates a histone 174

modification ChIP-seq peak input file with functionally important genomic features 175

(e.g., genes associated with peaks) based on optimization calculations. As such, the user 176

can effectively customize their ChIP-seq analysis to the tissue-specific and 177

environment-specific details that inherently affect the broadness and location of 178

epigenetic histone marks in their dataset. 179

Supporting Information 180

Comprehensive TF ChIP-seq ENCODE analysis 181

geneXtendeR analysis on 547 human TF ChIP-seq ENCODE datasets. Files 182

available here: 183

https://github.com/Bohdan-Khomtchouk/ENCODE_TF_geneXtendeR_analysis 184

Comprehensive histone ChIP-seq ENCODE analysis 185

geneXtendeR analysis on 215 human histone modification ChIP-seq 186

ENCODE datasets. Files available here: 187

https://github.com/Bohdan-Khomtchouk/ENCODE_histone_geneXtendeR_analysis 188
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